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Abstract

The fairness of scholarly peer review has been challenged by evidence of disparities in
publication outcomes based on author demographic characteristics. To assess this, we
conducted an exploratory analysis of peer review outcomes of 23,876 initial submissions and
7,192 full submissions that were submitted to the biosciences journal eLife between 2012 and
2017. Women and authors from nations outside of North America and Europe were
underrepresented both as gatekeepers (editors and peer reviewers) and authors. We found
evidence of a homophilic relationship between the demographics of the gatekeepers and authors
and the outcome of peer review; that is, there were higher rates of acceptance in the case of
gender and country homophily. The acceptance rate for manuscripts with male last authors was
seven percent, or 3.5 percentage points, greater than for female last authors (95% CI =
[0.5, 6.4]); this gender inequity was greatest, at nine percent or about 4.8 percentage points
(95% CI = [0.3, 9.1]), when the team of reviewers was all male; this difference was smaller and
not significantly different for mixed-gender reviewer teams. Homogeny between countries of the
gatekeeper and the corresponding author was also associated with higher acceptance rates for
many countries. To test for the persistence of these effects after controlling for potentially
confounding variables, we conducted a logistic regression including document and author
metadata. Disparities in acceptance rates associated with gender and country of affiliation and
the homophilic associations remained. We conclude with a discussion of mechanisms that could
contribute to this effect, directions for future research, and policy implications. Code and
anonymized data have been made available at https://github.com/murrayds/elife-analysis
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Author summary

Peer review, the primary method by which scientific work is evaluated, is ideally a fair and
equitable process in which scientific work is judged solely on its own merit. However, the
integrity of peer review has been called into question based on evidence that outcomes often
differ between male and female authors, and for authors in different countries. We investigated
such disparities at the biosciences journal eLife by analyzing the demographics of authors and
gatekeepers (editors and peer reviewers), and peer review outcomes of all submissions between
2012 and 2017. Outcomes were more favorable for male authors and those affiliated with
institutions in North America and Europe; these groups were also over-represented among
gatekeepers. There was evidence that peer review outcomes were influenced by homophily—a
preference of gatekeepers for manuscripts from authors with shared characteristics. We discuss
mechanisms that could contribute to this effect, directions for future research, and policy
implications.
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Introduction 1

Peer review is foundational to the development, gatekeeping, and dissemination of research, 2

while also underpinning the professional hierarchies of academia. Normatively, peer review is 3

expected to follow the ideal of “universalism” [1], whereby scholarship is judged solely on its 4

intellectual merit. However, confidence in the extent to which peer review promotes the best 5

scholarship has been eroded by questions about whether social biases [2], based on or correlated 6

with the demographic characteristics of the scholar, could also influence outcomes of peer 7

review [3–5]. This challenge to the integrity of peer review has prompted increased interest in 8

assessment of the disparities and potential influence of bias in their peer review processes. 9

Several terms are often conflated in the discussion of bias in peer review. We use the term 10

disparities to refer to unequal composition between groups, inequities to characterize unequal 11

outcomes, and bias to refer to the degree of impartiality in judgment or lack thereof. 12

Disparities and inequities have been widely studied in scientific publishing, most notably with 13

regard to gender and country of affiliation. Globally, women account for only about 30 percent 14

of scientific authorships [6] and are underrepresented even when compared to their in the 15

numbers in the scientific workforce [7, 8]. Underrepresentation of articles authored by women is 16

most pronounced in the most prestigious and high-profile scientific journals [9–14]. Similar 17

disparities are observed across countries, for which developed countries dominate the 18

production of highly-cited publications [15,16]. 19

The under-representation of authors from certain groups may reflect differences in 20

submission rates, or it may reflect differences in success rates during peer review (percent of 21

submissions accepted), or both. Analyses of success rates have yielded mixed results in terms of 22

the presence and magnitude of such inequities. Some analyses have found lower success rates for 23

female-authored papers [17,18] and grant applications [19,20], while other studies have found no 24

gender differences in review outcomes (for examples, see [21–25]). Inequities in journal success 25

rates based on authors’ nationalities or country of affiliation have also been documented, with 26

reports that authors from English-speaking and scientifically-advanced countries have higher 27

success rates [26,27]; however, other studies found no evidence that the language or country of 28

affiliation of an author influences peer review outcomes [27–29]. These inconsistencies could be 29

explained by several factors, such as the contextual characteristics of the studies (e.g., country, 30

discipline) and variations in research design and sample size. Another possible explanation is 31

that these gender and national disparities emerge from bias in peer review. 32

The possibility that bias contributes to inequities in scientific publishing and the nature of 33

any such bias is highly controversial. Implicit bias—the macro-level social and cultural 34

stereotypes that can subtly influence everyday interpersonal judgments and thereby produce 35

and perpetuate status inequalities and hierarchies [30,31]—has been suggested as a possible 36

mechanism to explain differences in peer review outcomes based on socio-demographic and 37

professional characteristics [3]. When faced with uncertainty—which is quite common in peer 38

review—people often weight the social status and other ascriptive characteristics of others to 39

help make decisions [32]. Hence, scholars are more likely to consider particularistic 40

characteristics (e.g., gender, institutional prestige) of an author under conditions of 41

uncertainty [33, 34], such as at the frontier of new scientific knowledge [35]. However, given the 42

demographic stratification of scholars within institutions and across countries, it can be difficult 43

to pinpoint the nature of a potential bias. For example, women are underrepresented in 44

prestigious educational institutions [36–38], which conflates gender and prestige biases. These 45
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institutional differences can be compounded by gendered differences in age, professional 46

seniority, research topic, and access to top mentors [39]. Another potential source of bias is 47

what is dubbed cognitive particularism [40], whereby scholars harbor preferences for work and 48

ideas similar to their own [41]. Evidence of this process has been reported in peer review in the 49

reciprocity (i.e., correspondences between patterns of recommendations received by authors and 50

patterns of recommendations given by reviewers in the same social group) between authors and 51

reviewers of the same race and gender [42] (see also [43,44]). Reciprocity can exacerbate or 52

mitigate existing inequalities in science. If the work and ideas favored by gatekeepers are 53

unevenly distributed across author demographics, this could be conducive to Matthew 54

Effects [1], whereby scholars accrue accumulative advantages via a priori status privileges. 55

Consistent with this, inclusion of more female reviewers was reported to attenuate biases that 56

favored men in the awarding of RO1 grants at the National Institute of Health [18]. However, 57

an inverse relationship was found in the evaluation of candidates for professorships [45] when 58

female evaluators were present, male evaluators became less favorable toward female candidates. 59

Thus the nature and potential impact of cognitive biases during peer review are multiple and 60

complex. 61

Another challenge is to disentangle the contribution of bias during peer review from factors 62

external to the review process that could influence success rates. For example, there are 63

gendered differences in access to funding, domestic responsibilities, and cultural expectations of 64

career preferences and ability [46,47] that may adversely impact manuscript preparation and 65

submission. On the other hand, women have been found to hold themselves to higher 66

standards [48] and be less likely to compete [49], hence they may self-select a higher quality of 67

work for submission to prestigious journals. At the country level, disparities in peer review 68

outcomes could reflect structural factors related to a nation’s scientific investment [15,50], 69

publication incentives [51, 52], local challenges [53], and research culture [54], all of which could 70

influence the actual and perceived quality of submissions from different nations. There are also 71

several intersectional issues: there are, for example, differences in socio-demographic 72

characteristics of the scientific workforce across countries—e.g., more women from some 73

countries and disproportionately less professionally-senior women in others [6]. Because multiple 74

factors external to the peer review process can influence peer review outcomes, unequal success 75

rates for authors with particular characteristics do not necessarily reflect bias in the peer review 76

process itself; conversely, equal success rates do not necessarily reflect a lack of bias. 77

Here, we assessed the extent to which bias contributes to gender and country disparities in 78

peer review outcomes by analyzing the extent to which the magnitude of these disparities vary 79

across different gender and country compositions of gatekeeper teams. In particular, we focused 80

on the notion of homophily between the reviewers and authors. This analysis examined the 81

outcomes of peer review at eLife—an open-access journal in the life and biomedical sciences. 82

Peer review at eLife differs from other traditional forms of peer review used in the life sciences 83

in that it is done through deliberation between reviewers (usually three in total) on an online 84

platform. Previous studies have shown that deliberative scientific evaluation is influenced by 85

social dynamics between evaluators [55, 56]. We examine how such social dynamics manifest in 86

eLife’s deliberative peer review by assessing the extent to which the composition of reviewer 87

teams correlates with peer review outcomes. Using all research papers (Research Articles, Short 88

Reports, and Tools and Resources) submitted between 2012 and 2017 (n=23,876), we 89

investigate the extent to which a relationship emerges between the gender and country of 90

affiliation of authors (first, last, and corresponding) and gatekeepers (editors and invited peer 91
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reviewers), extending the approach used in previous work [2]. 92

Consultative peer review and eLife 93

Founded in 2012 by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (United States), the Max Planck 94

Society (Germany), and the Wellcome Trust (United Kingdom), eLife is an open-access journal 95

that publishes research in the life and biomedical sciences. Manuscripts submitted to eLife 96

progress through several stages. In the first stage, the manuscript is assessed by a Senior Editor, 97

who may confer with one or more Reviewing Editors and decide whether to reject the 98

manuscript or encourage the authors to provide a full submission. When a full manuscript is 99

submitted, the Reviewing Editor recruits a small number of peer reviewers (typically two or 100

three) to write reports on the manuscript. The Reviewing Editor is encouraged to serve as one 101

of the peer reviewers. When all individual reports have been submitted, both the Reviewing 102

Editor and peer reviewers discuss the manuscript and their reports using a private online 103

discussion system hosted by eLife. At this stage the identities of the Reviewing Editor and peer 104

reviewers are known to one another. If the consensus of this group is to reject the manuscript, 105

all the reports are usually sent to the authors. If the consensus is that the manuscript requires 106

revision, the Reviewing Editor and additional peer reviewers agree on the essential points that 107

need to be addressed before the paper can be accepted. In this case, a decision letter outlining 108

these points is sent to the authors (the original reports are not usually released in their entirety 109

to the authors). When a manuscript is accepted, the decision letter and the authors’ response 110

are published along with the manuscript. The name of the Reviewing Editor is also published. 111

Peer reviewers can also choose to have their name published. This process has been referred to 112

as consultative peer review (see [57, 58] for a more in-depth description of the eLife peer-review 113

process). 114

Data and methods 115

Data 116

Metadata for research papers submitted to eLife between its inception in 2012 and 117

mid-September, 2017 (n=23,876) were provided to us by eLife for analysis. As such, these data 118

were considered a convenience sample. Submissions fell into three main categories: 20,948 119

Research Articles (87.7 percent), 2,186 Short Reports (9.2 percent), and 742 Tools and 120

Resources (3.1 percent). Not included in this total were six Scientific Correspondence articles, 121

which were excluded because they followed a distinct and separate review process. Each record 122

potentially listed four submissions—an initial submission, full submission, and up to two 123

revision submissions (though in some cases manuscripts remained in revision even after two 124

revised submissions). Fig 1 depicts the flow of all 23,876 manuscripts through each review stage. 125

The majority, 70.0 percent, of initial submissions for which a decision was made were rejected. 126

Only 7,111 manuscripts were encouraged to submit a full submission. A total of 7,192 127

manuscripts were submitted as a full submission; this number was slightly larger than 128

encouraged initial submissions due to appeals of initial decisions and other special 129

circumstances. Most full submissions, 52.4 percent (n = 3,767), received a decision of revise, 130

while 43.9 percent (n = 3,154) were rejected. A small number of full submissions (n = 54) were 131

accepted without any revisions. On the date that data were collected (mid-September, 2017), a 132
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portion of initial submission (n = 147) and full submissions (n = 602) remained in various 133

stages of processing and deliberation (without final decisions). On average, full submissions 134

that were ultimately accepted underwent 1.23 revisions and, within our dataset, 3,426 full 135

submissions were eventually accepted to be published. A breakdown of the number of revisions 136

requested before a final decision was made, by gender and country of affiliation of the last 137

author, is provided in S1 Fig. A portion of initial and full submissions (n = 619) appealed their 138

decision, causing some movement from decisions of “Reject” to decisions of “Accept” or 139

“Revise”; counts of appeals by the gender of author and gatekeepers is shown in S2 Fig. 140

The review process at eLife is highly selective, and became more selective over time. While 141

only garnering 307 submissions in 2012, eLife accrued 8,061 submissions in 2016. Fig 2 shows 142

that while the total count of manuscripts submitted to eLife has rapidly increased since the 143

journal’s inception, the count of encouraged initial submissions and accepted full submissions 144

has grown more slowly. The encourage rate (percentage of initial submissions encouraged to 145

submit full manuscripts) was 44.6 percent in 2012, and dropped to 26.6 percent in 2016. The 146

acceptance rate (the percentage of accepted full submissions) was 62.4 percent in 2012 and 147

decreased to 53.0 percent in 2016. The overall acceptance rate (percentage of initial submissions 148

eventually accepted) began at 27.0 percent in 2012 and decreased to 14.0 percent by 2016. 149

In addition to authorship data, we obtained information about the gatekeepers involved in 150

the processing of each submission. We defined gatekeepers as any Senior Editor or Reviewing 151

Editor at eLife or invited peer reviewer involved in the review of at least one initial or full 152

submission between 2012 and mid-September 2017. Gatekeepers at eLife often served in 153

multiple roles; for example, acting as both a Reviewing Editor and peer reviewer on a given 154

manuscript, or serving as a Senior Editor on one manuscript, but an invited peer review on 155

another. In our sample, the Reviewing Editor was listed as a peer reviewer for 58.9 percent of 156

full submissions. For initial submissions, we had data on only the corresponding author of the 157

manuscript and the Senior Editor tasked with making the decision. For full submissions we had 158

data on the corresponding author, first author, last author, Senior Editor, Reviewing Editor, 159

and members of the team of invited peer reviewers. Data for each individual included their 160

stated name, institutional affiliation, and country of affiliation. A small number of submissions 161

were removed, such as those that had a first but no last author (reflecting compromised data 162

record—even a single-authored manuscript should duplicate authors across all roles) and those 163

that did not have a valid submission type. Country names were manually disambiguated (for 164

example, by normalizing names such as “USA” to “United States” and “Viet Nam” to 165

“Vietnam”). To simplify continent-level comparisons, we also excluded one submission for which 166

the corresponding author listed their affiliation as Antarctica. 167

Full submissions included 6,669 distinct gatekeepers, 5,694 distinct corresponding authors, 168

6,691 distinct first authors, and 5,581 distinct last authors. Authors were also likely to appear 169

on multiple manuscripts and may have held a different authorship role in each: whereas our 170

data included 17,966 distinct combinations of author name and role, this number comprised 171

only 12,059 distinct authors. For 26.5 percent of full submissions the corresponding author was 172

also the first author, whereas for 71.2 percent of submissions the corresponding author was the 173

last author. We did not have access to the full authorship list that included middle authors. 174

Note that in the biosciences, the last author is typically the most senior researcher involved [59] 175

and responsible for more conceptual work, whereas the first author is typically less senior and 176

performs more of the scientific labor (such as lab work, analysis, etc.) to produce the 177

study [60–62]. 178
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Fig 1. Flow of all papers through the eLife review process.
Starting from the left, an initial submission is first given an initial decision of encourage or reject,
and if encouraged, continues through the first full review and subsequent rounds of revision.
“Encouraged”, “Accepted”, “Rejected” and “Revision needed” represent the decisions made by
eLife editors and reviewers at each submission stage. A portion of manuscripts remained in
various stages of processing at the time of data collection—these manuscripts were labeled as
“Decision pending”. The status of manuscripts after the second revision is the final status that
we consider in the present data. The dashed line delineates full submissions from rejected initial
submissions.
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Fig 2. Submissions and selectivity of eLife over time.
A: Yearly count of initial submissions, encouraged initial submissions, and accepted full submis-
sions to eLife between 2012 and 2016; B: Rate of initial submissions encouraged (Encourage
%), rate of full submissions accepted (% Full accepted) and rate of initial submissions ac-
cepted (Overall accept %) between 2012 and 2016. Submissions during the year of 2017
were excluded because we did not have sufficient data for full life-cycle of these manuscripts.
Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked Github repository at the path
figures/selectivity over time/selectivity over time.rmd.

Gender assignment 179

Gender variables for authors and gatekeepers were coded using an updated version of the 180

algorithm developed in [6]. This algorithm used a combination of the first name and country of 181

affiliation to assign each author’s gender on the basis of several universal and country-specific 182

name-gender lists (e.g., United States Census). This list of names was complemented with an 183

algorithm that searched Wikipedia for pronouns associated with names. 184

We validated this new list by applying it to a dataset of names with known gender. We used 185

data collected from RateMyProfessor.com, a website containing anonymous student-submitted 186

ratings and comments for professors, lecturers, and teachers for professors at universities in the 187

United States, United Kingdom, and Canada. We limited the dataset to only individuals with 188

at least five comments, and counted the total number of gendered pronouns that appeared in 189

their text; if the total of one gendered-pronoun type was at least the square of the other, then 190

we assigned the gender of the majority pronoun to the individual. To compare with 191

pronoun-based assignment, we assigned gender using the previously detailed first-name based 192

algorithm. In total, there were 384,127 profiles on RateMyProfessor.com that had at least five 193
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comments and for whom pronouns indicated a gender. Our first name-based algorithm assigned 194

a gender of male or female to 91.26 percent of these profiles. The raw match-rate between these 195

two assignments was 88.6 percent. Of those that were assigned a gender, our first name-based 196

assignment matched the pronoun assignment in 97.1 percent of cases, and 90.3 percent of 197

distinct first names. While RateMyProfessor.com and the authors submitting to eLife represent 198

different populations (RateMyProfessor.com being biased towards teachers in the United States, 199

United Kingdom, and Canada), the results of this validation provide some credibility to the 200

first-name based gender assignment used here. 201

We also attempted to manually identify gender for all Senior Editors, Reviewing Editors, 202

invited peer reviewers, and last authors for whom our algorithm did not assign a gender. We 203

used Google to search for their name and institutional affiliation, and inspected the resulting 204

photos and text in order to make a subjective judgment as to whether they were presenting as 205

male or female. 206

Through the combination of manual efforts and our first-name based gender-assignment 207

algorithm, we assigned a gender of male or female to 95.5 percent (n = 35,511) of the 37,198 208

name/role combinations that appeared in our dataset. 26.7 percent (n = 9,910) were assigned a 209

gender of female, 68.8 percent (n = 25,601) were assigned a gender of male, while a gender 210

assignment could be not assigned for the remaining 4.5 percent (n = 1,687). This gender 211

distribution roughly matches the gender distribution observed globally across scientific 212

publications [6]. A breakdown of these gender demographics by role can be found in S1 Table 213

and S2 Table. 214

Gender composition of reviewers 215

To assess the relationship between author-gatekeeper gender homogeny and review outcomes, 216

we analyzed the gender composition of the gatekeepers and authors of full submissions. Each 217

manuscript was assigned a reviewer composition category of all-male, all-female, mixed, or 218

uncertain. Reviewer teams labeled all-male and all-female were teams for which we could 219

identify a gender for every member, and for which all genders were identified as either male or 220

female, respectively. Teams labeled as mixed were those teams for which we could identify a 221

gender for at least two members, and which had at least one male and at least one female peer 222

reviewer. Teams labeled as uncertain were those teams for which we could not assign a gender 223

to every member and which were not mixed. A full submission was typically reviewed by two to 224

three peer reviewers, which may or may not expicitely include the Reviewing Editor. However, 225

the Reviewing Editor was always involved in the review process of a manuscript, and so we 226

always considered the Reviewing Editor as a member of the reviewing team. Of 7,912 full 227

submissions, a final decision of accept or reject was given for 6,590 during the dates analyzed; of 228

these, 47.7 percent (n = 3,144) were reviewed by all-male teams, 1.4 percent (n = 93) by 229

all-female teams, and 50.8 percent (n = 3,347) by mixed-gender teams; the remaining six 230

manuscripts had reviewer teams classified as uncertain and were excluded from further analysis. 231

Institutional Prestige 232

Institutional names for each author were added manually by eLife authors and were thus highly 233

idiosyncratic. Many institutions appeared with multiple name variants (e.g., “UCLA”, 234

“University of California, Los Angeles”, and “UC at Los Angeles”). In total, there were nearly 235

8,000 unique strings in the affiliation field. We performed several pre-processing steps on these 236
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names, including converting characters to lower case, removing stop words, removing 237

punctuation, and reducing common words to abbreviated alternatives (e.g., “university” to 238

“univ”). We used fuzzy-string matching with the Jaro-Winkler distance measure [63] to match 239

institutional affiliations from eLife to institutional rankings in the 2016 Times Higher Education 240

World Rankings. A match was established for 15,641 corresponding authors of initial submission 241

(around 66 percent). Matches for last authors were higher: 5,118 (79 percent) were matched. 242

Institutions were classed into two levels of prestige: “top” institutions were those within the 243

top 50 universities as ranked by the global Times Higher Education rankings. Institutions 244

which ranked below the top 50, or which were otherwise unranked or which were not matched 245

to a Times Higher Education ranking were labeled as “non-top”. One limitation of the Times 246

Higher Education ranking as a proxy for institutional prestige is that these rankings cover only 247

universities, excluding many prestigious research institutes. To mitigate this limitation, we 248

mapped a small number of well-known and prestigious biomedical research institutes to the 249

“top” category, including: The Max Plank Institutes, the National Institutes of Health, the UT 250

Southwestern Medical Center, the Memorial Sloan Cancer Medical Center, the Ragon institutes, 251

and the Broad Institute. 252

Geographic distance 253

Latitude and longitude of country centroids were taken from Harvard WorldMap [64]; country 254

names in the eLife and Harvard WorldMap dataset were manually disambiguated and then 255

mapped to the country of affiliation listed for each author from eLife (for example, ”Czech 256

Republic” from the eLife data was mapped to ”Czech Rep.” in the Harvard WorldMap data). 257

For each initial submission, we calculated the geographic distance between the centroids of the 258

countries of the corresponding author and Senior Editor; we call this the corresponding 259

author-editor geographic distance. For each full submission, we calculated the sum of the 260

geographic distances between the centroid of the last author’s country and the country of each 261

of the reviewers. All distances were calculated in thousands of kilometers; we call this the last 262

author-reviewers geographic distance. 263

Analysis 264

We conducted a series of χ2 tests of equal proportion as well as several logistic regression 265

models in order to assess the likelihood that an initial submission is encouraged and that a full 266

submission is accepted, as a function of author and gatekeeper characteristics. We supply 267

p-values and confidence intervals as a tool for interpretation; we generally maintain the 268

convention of 0.05 as the threshold for statistical significance, though we also report and 269

interpret values just outside of this range. When visualizing proportions, 95% confidence 270

intervals are calculated using the definition p± 1.96
√
p(1 − p)/n, where p is the proportion and 271

n is the number of observations in the group. When conducting χ2 tests comparing groups 272

based on gender, we excluded submissions for which no gender could be identified. When 273

conducting tests for gender and country homogeny, we report 95% interval confidence intervals 274

of their difference in proportion—we do not report confidence intervals for tests involving more 275

than two groups. Odds ratios and associated 95% confidence intervals are reported for logistic 276

regression models. Data processing, statistical testing, and visualization was performed using R 277

version 3.4.2 and RStudio version 1.1.383. 278
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Having conducted an exploratory analysis of gender and country inequities in peer review 279

with this univariate approach, we built a series of logistic regression models to investigate 280

whether these differences could be explained by other factors. In each model, we used the 281

submission’s outcome as the response variable, whether that be encouragement (for initial 282

submissions) or acceptance (for full submissions). For both initial and full submissions, we 283

added control variables for the year of submission (measured from 0 to 5, representing 2012 to 284

2017, accordingly), the type of the submission (Research Article, Short Report, or Tools and 285

Resources), and the institutional prestige of the author (top vs non-top). For full submissions, 286

we also controlled for the gender of the first author. Mirroring the univariate analysis, we 287

constructed two sets of models. The first set of models investigates the extent of peer review 288

inequities based on author characteristics. We considered predictor variables for the gender and 289

continent of affiliation of the corresponding author (for initial submissions), and the last author 290

(for full submissions). For the second set of models, we investigated whether these inequities 291

differed based on gender or country homogeny between the author and the reviewer or editor. 292

In addition to variables from the first model, we considered several approaches to capture the 293

effect of gender-homogeny between the author and reviewers on peer review inequity (see 294

below). We also included variables for the corresponding author-editor geographic distance (for 295

initial submissions), and last author-reviewers geographic distance (for full submission), and a 296

dummy variable indicating whether this distance was zero; these variables serve as proxies for 297

the degree of country homogeny between the author and the editor or reviewers. There were a 298

small number of Senior Editors in our data—in order to protect their identity we did not 299

include their gender or specific continent of affiliation in any models; we maintained a variable 300

for corresponding author-editor geographic distance. 301

Several approaches were considered for modeling the relationship between equity in peer 302

review and the composition of the reviewer team using logistic regression. Approaches such as 303

modelling equity using simple interaction terms or with a two-model approach were also 304

considered but were ultimately excluded due to methodological and interpretive constraints 305

(see S1 Text and S2 Text for more discussion of these models and their results). A third 306

approach modelled equity across groups as a categorical variable consisting of all six 307

combinations of last author gender (male, female) and reviewer team composition (all-male, 308

all-female, mixed); This approach provides a more interpretable means of testing the extent to 309

which gender equity in success rates was related to the interaction between author and reviewer 310

team demographics, and was the focus of our analysis. 311

Results 312

Gatekeeper representation 313

We first analyzed whether the gender and countries of affiliation of the population of 314

gatekeepers at eLife was similar to that of the authors of initial and full submissions. The 315

population of gatekeepers comprised primarily of invited peer reviewers, as there were far fewer 316

Senior and Reviewing Editors. A gender and country breakdown by gatekeeper type has been 317

provided in S2 Table, and S3 Table. 318

Fig 3 illustrates the gender and country demographics of authors and gatekeepers. The 319

population of gatekeepers at eLife was largely male. Only 21.6 percent (n = 1,440) of 320

gatekeepers were identified as female, compared with 26.6 percent (n = 4,857) of corresponding 321
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authors (includes authors of initial submissions), 33.9 percent (n = 2,272) of first authors, and 322

24.0 percent (n = 1,341) of last authors. For initial submissions, we observed a strong difference 323

between the gender composition of gatekeepers and corresponding authors, 324

χ2(df= 1, n = 17, 119) = 453.9, p ≤ 0.00001. The same held for full submissions, with a strong 325

difference for first authorship, χ2(df= 1, n = 6, 153) = 844.4, p ≤ 0.0001; corresponding 326

authorship, χ2(df= 1, n = 6, 647) = 330.04, p ≤ 0.0001; and last authorship, 327

χ2(df= 1, n = 5, 292) = 17.7, p ≤ 0.00003. Thus, the gender proportions of gatekeepers at eLife 328

was male-skewed in comparison to the authorship profile. 329

The population of gatekeepers at eLife was heavily dominated by those from North America, 330

who constituted 59.9 percent (n = 3,992) of the total. Gatekeepers from Europe were the next 331

most represented, constituting 32.4 percent (n = 2,162), followed by Asia with 5.7 percent (n = 332

378). Individuals from South America, Africa, and Oceania each made up less than two percent 333

of the population of gatekeepers. As with gender, we observed differences between the country 334

composition of gatekeepers and that of the authors. Gatekeepers from North America were 335

over-represented whereas gatekeepers from Asia and Europe were under-represented for all 336

authorship roles. For initial submissions, there was a significant difference in the distribution of 337

corresponding authors compared to gatekeepers χ2(df= 5, n = 18, 195) = 6738.5, p ≤ 0.00001. 338

The same held for full submissions, with a significant difference for first authors, 339

χ2(df= 5, n = 6, 674) = 473.3, p ≤ 0.00001, corresponding authors, 340

χ2(df= 5, n = 6, 669) = 330.04, p ≤ 0.00001, and last authors 341

χ2(df= 5, n = 5, 595) = 417.2, p ≤ 0.0001. The international representation of gatekeepers was 342

most similar to first and last authorship (full submissions), and least similar to corresponding 343

authorship (initial submissions) due to country-level differences in acceptance rates (see Fig 4). 344

We also note that the geographic composition of submissions to eLife has changed over time, 345

attracting more submissions from authors in Asia in later years of analysis (see S4 Fig). 346

Peer review success rates by author gender, country of affiliation 347

Male authorship dominated eLife submissions: men accounted for 76.9 percent (n = 5,529) of 348

gender-identified last authorships and 70.7 percent (n = 5,083) of gender-identified 349

corresponding authorships of full submissions (see S3 Fig). First authorship of full submissions 350

was closest to gender parity, although still skewed towards male authorship at 58.1 percent (n = 351

4,179). 352

We observed a gender inequity favoring men in the outcomes of each stage of the review 353

processes. The percentage of initial submissions encouraged was 2.1 percentage points higher 354

for male corresponding authors—30.83 to 28.75 percent, χ2(df= 1, n = 22, 319) = 8.95, 95% CI 355

= [0.7, 3.4], p = 0.0028 (see S3 Fig). Likewise, the percentage of full submissions accepted was 356

higher for male corresponding authors—53.7 to 50.8 percent χ2(df= 1, n = 6, 188) = 3.95, 95% 357

CI = [0.03, 5.8], p = 0.047. The gender inequity at each stage of the review process yielded 358

higher overall acceptance rates (the percentage of initial submissions eventually accepted) for 359

male corresponding authors (15.6 percent) compared with female corresponding authors (13.8 360

percent), χ2(df= 1, n = 21, 670) = 10.96, 95% CI = [0.8, 2.9], p = 0.0009 for a male:female 361

success ratio of 1.13 to 1. 362

Gender disparity was only apparent in the senior authorship roles. Fig 4.A shows the 363

gendered acceptance rates of full submissions for corresponding, first and last authors. There 364

was little to no relationship between the gender of the first author and the percentage of full 365

submissions accepted, χ2(df= 1, n = 5, 971) = 0.34, 95% CI = [−1.8, 3.5], p = 0.56. There was, 366
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Fig 3. Gender and country of affiliation demographics of authors and gatekeepers
at eLife.
A: proportion of identified men and women in the populations of distinct gatekeepers (Senior
Editors, Reviewing Editors, and peer reviewers) and of the populations of distinct corresponding
authors on initial submissions, and first, corresponding and last authors on full submissions;
percentages exclude those for whom no gender was identified. B: proportion of people with
countries of affiliation within each of six continents in the population of distinct gatekeepers,
and for the population of distinct corresponding, first, and last authors. Black dashed lines
overlaid on authorship graphs indicate the proportion of gatekeepers within that gendered
or continental category. Values used in this graph can be found in S1 Table and S4 Table.
Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked Github repository at the path
figures/gatekeeper representation/gatekeeper representation.rmd.
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however, a significant gender inequity in full submission outcomes for last authors, as also 367

observed for corresponding authors—the acceptance rate of full submissions was 3.5 percentage 368

points higher for male as compared to female last authors—53.5 to 50.0 percent, 369

χ2(df= 1, n = 6, 505) = 5.55, 95% CI = [0.5, 6.4], p = 0.018. 370

Fig 4.B shows the proportion of manuscripts submitted, encouraged, and accepted to eLife 371

from corresponding authors originating from the eight most prolific countries (in terms of initial 372

submissions). Manuscripts with corresponding authors from these eight countries accounted for 373

a total of 73.9 percent of all initial submissions, 81.2 percent of all full submissions, and 86.5 374

percent of all accepted publications. Many countries were underrepresented in full and accepted 375

manuscripts compared to their submissions. For example, whereas papers with Chinese 376

corresponding authors accounted for 6.9 percent of initial submissions, they comprised only 3.0 377

percent of full and 2.4 percent of accepted submissions. The only countries that were 378

over-represented—making up a greater portion of full and accepted submissions than expected 379

given their initial submissions—were the United States, United Kingdom, and Germany. In 380

particular, corresponding authors from the United States made up 35.8 percent of initial 381

submissions, yet constituted 48.5 percent of full submissions and the majority (54.9 percent) of 382

accepted submissions. 383

Each stage of review contributed to the disparity of country representation between initial, 384

full, and accepted submissions, with manuscripts from the United States, United Kingdom, and 385

Germany more often encouraged as initial submissions and accepted as full submissions. 386

Fig 4.C shows that initial submissions with a corresponding author from the United States were 387

the most likely to be encouraged (39.2 percent), followed by the United Kingdom (31.7 percent) 388

and Germany (29.3 percent). By contrast, manuscripts with corresponding authors from Japan, 389

Spain, and China were comparatively less likely to be encouraged (21.4, 16.7, and 12.6 percent, 390

respectively). These differences narrowed somewhat for full submissions: the acceptance rate for 391

full submissions with corresponding authors from the U.S. was the highest (57.6 percent), 392

though more similar to other countries, such as the United Kingdom, Germany, and France 393

than for encourage rates. 394

There were gendered differences in submissions by country of affiliation (S5 Fig), but there 395

were insufficient data to test whether gender and country of affiliation interacted to affect the 396

probability of acceptance. 397

The gender and country inequities evident in the univariate analyses were subsequently 398

affirmed using a logistic regression model that controlled for a number of potential confounds 399

(see Fig 5. We modeled peer review outcomes based on not only the gender and affiliated 400

continent of the corresponding author (initial submissions) and last author (full submissions), 401

but also the prestige of the author’s institution, the year in which the manuscript was 402

submitted, and the submission type (Research Article, Short Report, or Tools and Resources). 403

For full submissions, we also controlled for the gender of the first author. The results of this 404

regression for initial and full submissions are shown in Fig 5. 405

For both initial and full submissions, the prestige of the author’s institution was the 406

strongest predictor of a positive peer review outcome (initial: β = 1.726, 95% CI = 407

[1.663, 1.789], p ≤ 0.0001; full: β = 1.379, 95% CI = [1.272, 1.486], p ≤ 0.0001). A more recent 408

year of submission was associated with a lower odds of acceptance, (initial: β = 0.918, 95% CI 409

= [0.894, 0.942], p ≤ 0.0001; full: β = 0.888, 95% CI = [0.847, 0.929], p ≤ 0.0001), reflecting the 410

increasing selectivity of eLife (see Fig 2). Compared to Research Articles, both Short Reports, 411

(β = 0.742, 95% CI = [0.638, 0.847], p ≤ 0.0001), and Tools and Resources (β = 0.740, 95% CI 412
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Fig 4. Peer review success rates by gender and country of authors.
A: Percentage of full submissions that were accepted, shown by the gender of the corresponding
author, first author, and last author. Authors whose gender was unknown were excluded from
analysis. See S3 Fig for an extension of this figure including submission rates, encourage rates,
and overall acceptance races. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals of the proportion of
accepted full submissions. Asterisks indicate significance level of χ2 tests of independence of
frequency of acceptance by gender; ”***” = p < 0.001; ”**” = p < 0.01; ”*” = p < 0.05; ”-” = p <
0.1; “ns” = p ≥ 0.1. B: Proportion of all initial submissions, full submissions, and accepted full
submissions by the country of affiliation of the corresponding author for the top eight most prolific
countries in terms of initial submissions. C: Encourage rate of initial submissions, acceptance
rate of full submissions, and acceptance rate of initial submissions by country of affiliation of the
corresponding author for the top eight more prolific countries in terms of initial submissions. Error
bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for each percentage. This same graph with the top 16 most
prolific nations can be found in S7 Fig. Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked
Github repository at the path figures/author outcomes/submission outcome by gender.rmd.
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Fig 5. Modelling success rates of initial and full submissions based on author
characteristics.
A: Estimates of a logistic regression model of initial submissions using whether the submission
was encouraged as the response variable, and available information on the corresponding author
as predictors. B: Estimates of a logistic regression model of full submissions using whether
the submission was accepted as the response variable, and available information about the
first and last authors as predictors. For both initial and full submissions, control variables
included author’s institutional prestige, the year of submission, and the submission type. For full
submissions, there is also a control variable for the gender of the first author. For continent of
affiliation, we held “North America” as the reference level. For submission type, “RA” (research
article) was used as the reference level; the submission type ”SR” means ”Short Reports”, and
”TR” means ”Tools and Resources”. Blue, red, and grey points indicate positive, negative, and
non-significant effects, respectively. The numbers above each point label the size of the effect, as
an odds ratio. Bars extending from either side of each point indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Asterisks next to each label indicate significance level: “***“ = p ≤ 0.001 ; “**“ = p ≤ 0.01;
“*“ = p ≤ 0.05; otherwise, p > 0.05. Some confidence intervals are cropped; a table detailing full
effects are included in S6 Table and S7 Table. Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the
linked Github repository at the path figures/regression analysis/regression analysis simple.rmd.
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= [0.567, 0.913], p ≤ 0.0001) were less likely to have a positive review outcome at the initial 413

submission stage. 414

Even when controlling for these variables, there were still inequities by the gender and 415

country of affiliation of the author, affirming trends illustrated in Fig 4. Initial submissions 416

with a male corresponding author were associated with a 1.12 times increased odds of being 417

encouraged (95% CI = [1.048, 1.182], p = 0.0014), and full submissions with a male last author 418

with a 1.14 times increased odds of being accepted (95% CI = [1.03, 1.26], p = 0.025), compared 419

to submissions with female corresponding or last authors. In contrast, for the first author 420

position, there was no significant difference in outcomes by gender. The logistic regression also 421

provided evidence for the presence of geographic inequities, with lower odds of success for 422

submissions with authors outside of North America. Compared to submissions with a 423

corresponding author from North America, an initial submission with a corresponding author 424

from Europe was 0.68 times as likely to be encouraged (95% CI = [0.3236, 0.783], p ≤ 0.0001), 425

and a corresponding author from Oceania was 0.56 times as likely to be encouraged (95% CI = 426

[0.34, 0.78], p ≤ 0.0001), followed by corresponding authors from Africa (β = 0.53, 95% CI = 427

[−0.18, 1.088], p = 0.027), Asia (β = 0.40, 95% CI = [0.30, 0.49], p ≤ 0.0001), and South America 428

(β = 0.21, 95% CI = [−0.269, 0.679], p ≤ 0.0001). Geographic disparities were also present, 429

although less pronounced for full submissions, with significantly lower odds of acceptance for 430

submissions with a last author from Europe (β = 0.86, 95% CI = [0.75, 0.97], p = 0.008) or Asia 431

(β = 0.59, 95% CI = [0.41, 0.76], p ≤ 0.0001) compared with North America. 432

Peer Review Outcomes by Author-Gatekeeper Homogeny 433

The higher acceptance rates for male authors manifested largely from instances when the 434

reviewer team was all male (Fig 6). When all reviewers were male, the acceptance rate of full 435

submissions was about 4.7 percentage points higher for male compared to female last authors 436

(χ2 = 4.48(df= 1, n = 3, 110), 95% CI = [0.3, 9.1], p = 0.034) and about 4.4 points higher for 437

male compared to female corresponding authors (S6 Fig; χ2(df= 1, n = 2, 974) = 3.97, 95% CI 438

= [0.1, 8.7]p = 0.046). For mixed-gender reviewer teams, the disparity in author success rates by 439

gender was smaller and not statistically-significant. All-female reviewer teams were too rare to 440

draw firm conclusions (only 81 of 6,509 processed full submissions), but in the few cases of 441

all-female reviewer teams, there was a higher acceptance rate for female last, corresponding, 442

and first authors that did not reach statistical significance. There was no significant 443

relationship between first authorship gender and acceptance rates, regardless of the gender 444

composition of the reviewer team. In sum, greater parity in outcomes was observed when 445

gatekeeper teams contained both men and women. Notably, the acceptance rate for female 446

authors was not lower for all-male reviewer teams compared with mixed reviewer teams, rather 447

the gender disparity arose from a higher acceptance rate for submissions from male authors 448

when they were reviewed by a team of all-male reviewers. We refer to this favoring by reviewers 449

of authors sharing their same gender as homophily. 450

Homophily was also evident in the relationship between peer review outcomes and the 451

presence of country homogeny between the last author and reviewer. We defined last 452

author-reviewer country homogeny as a condition for which at least one member of the reviewer 453

team (Reviewing Editor and peer reviewers) listed the same country of affiliation as the last 454

author. We only considered the country of affiliation of the last author, since it was the same as 455

that of the first and corresponding author for 98.4 and 94.9 percent of full submissions, 456

respectively. Outside of the United States, the presence of country homogeny during review was 457
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Fig 6. Relationship between author-reviewer homogeny and peer review
outcomes.
A: Percentage of full submissions that were accepted by gender of the first author (top) and last
author (bottom), partitioned by the gender composition of the peer reviewers. The y-axis has been
cropped between 30 percent and 80 percent in order to draw attention to the relevant effect. See S6
Fig for more information. B: Peer review outcome by presence of country homogeny (last author
from the same country as at least one reviewer) for all submissions (left), excluding submissions
from the United States (middle) and excluding submissions from the United States and the
United Kingdom, the two countries with the highest acceptance rates (right). C: Acceptance
rate of full submissions by country homogeny, shown for individual countries. Shown are the top
eight most prolific countries in terms of number of initial submissions. For all panels: vertical
error bars indicate 95% percentile confidence intervals. Values at the base of each bar indicate
the number of observations within each group. Asterisks indicate significance level of χ2 tests of
independence comparing frequency of accepted full submissions between presence and absence
of homogeny and within each country. ”***” = p < 0.001; ”**” = p < 0.01; ”*” = p < 0.05; ”-”
= p < 0.1; “ns” = p ≥ 0.1. Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked Github
repository at the path figures/gatekeeper author outcomes/gatekeeper author outcomes.rmd.
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rare. Whereas 88.4 percent of full submissions with last authors from the U.S. were reviewed by 458

at least one gatekeeper from their country, country homogeny was present for only 29.3 percent 459

of full submissions with last authors from the United Kingdom and 26.2 percent of those with a 460

last author from Germany. The incidence of reviewer homogeny fell sharply for Japan and 461

China which had geographic homogeny for only 10.3 and 9.9 percent of full submissions, 462

respectively. More extensive details on the rate of author/reviewer homogeny for each country 463

can be found in S5 Table. 464

Last author-reviewer country homogeny tended to result in the favoring of submissions from 465

authors of the same country as the reviewer. We first pooled together all authors from all 466

countries (n = 6,508 for which there was a full submission and a final decision), and found that 467

the presence of homogeny during review was associated with a 10.0 percentage point higher 468

acceptance rate, (Fig 6.B; χ2(1, n = 6, 508) = 65.07, 95% CI = [7.58, 12.47], p ≤ 0.00001). 469

However, most cases of homogeny occurred for authors from the United States, so this result 470

could potentially reflect the higher acceptance rate for these authors (see Fig 4), rather than 471

homophily overall. Therefore we repeated the test, excluding all full submissions with last 472

authors from the United States, and we again found a significant, though statistically less 473

confident homophilic effect, χ2(df= 1, n = 3, 236) = 4.74, 95% CI = [0.52, 10.1], p = 0.029. We 474

repeated this procedure again, excluding authors from both the United States and United 475

Kingdom, (the two nations with the highest acceptance rates, see 4), and we identified no 476

homophilic effect, χ2(df= 1, n = 1, 920) = 0.016, 95% CI = [−4.6, 7.7]p = 0.65. Thus, the effects 477

of last-author reviewer country-homophily were largely driven by the United States and United 478

Kingdom. 479

For authors from outside the United States, not only was the presence of author-reviewer 480

country homogeny rare, but the tendency for a homophilic effect on peer review outcome 481

appeared to vary, depending on the country. Fig 6.C shows acceptance rates for last authors 482

affiliated within the eight most prolific nations submitting to eLife. For the United States, 483

presence of homogeny was associated with a 6.9 percentage point higher likelihood of 484

acceptance compared to no homogeny χ2(df= 1, n = 3, 270) = 6.25, 95% CI = 485

[1.4, 12.4], p = 0.0124. Similarly, papers from the United kingdom were 8.0 percentage points 486

more likely to be accepted if there was last author-reviewer homogeny 487

χ2(df= 1, n = 739) = 3.65, 95% CI = [−0.1, 16.2], p = 0.056. In contrast, submissions with last 488

authors from France were 23 percentage points less likely to be accepted if there was country 489

homogeny χ2(df= 1, n = 204) = 4.34, 95% CI = [−42.8,−3.4], p = 0.037. There was a similar, 490

though non-significant effect for Canada and Switzerland (also French-speaking countries). Due 491

to the rarity of country homogeny outside of the U.S., more data are needed to draw firm 492

conclusions on a per-country basis. 493

To further assess the contribution of author-reviewer homogeny to inequity in peer review 494

outcomes, we extended the logistic regression approach shown in Fig 5. For full submissions, we 495

compared two logistic regression models, one that considered author-reviewer geographic 496

homogeny but only main effects of reviewer team gender composition (Fig 7.A) and one that 497

included terms to model the effects of author-reviewer geographic and gender homogeny 498

(Fig 7.B). To model the extent to which gender equity differed based on the gender composition 499

of the reviewer team, we modelled interactions using a variable combining factor levels for last 500

author gender and reviewer team composition (Fig 7.B). To model the degree of country 501

homogeny between the author and the author and the reviewers, we included in the model the 502

last author-reviewers geographic distance, defined as the sum of the geographic distance 503
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between the centroids of the last author’s country, and the country of all of the peer reviewers. 504

All distances were calculated in thousands of kilometers; for example, the geographic distance 505

between the United States and Denmark is 7.53 thousands of kilometers. We included a dummy 506

variable indicating whether the distance was zero. A similar analysis was performed to assess 507

the effect of author-editor homogeny on the outcomes of initial submissions (S8 Table); this 508

excludes any analysis of homophily between the author and Senior Editor in order to protect 509

the identity of the small number of Senior Editors. 510

Fig 7.A shows that there were similar main effects of author gender and country, in terms of 511

direction and magnitude, as in Fig 5.B. Even after controlling for reviewer team composition, a 512

full submission with a male last author was 1.14 times more likely to be accepted than a 513

submission with a female last author (95% CI = [1.020, 1.256], p = 0.032). In addition, there 514

were inequities based on author continent of affiliation, although smaller than in Fig 5.B. 515

Affiliation within Asia was associated with a 0.779 times reduced odds of acceptance compared 516

to North America (95% CI = [0.565, 0.992], p = 0.022)—a smaller effect size than the 0.585 517

times reduced odds observed in Fig 5.B. Submissions with a last author from Oceania were 518

associated with a 1.494 times increased odds of acceptance compared to North America, though 519

with wide confidence intervals (95% CI = [1.020, 1.968], p = 0.097]); this diverges from the 520

non-significant negative effect observed in Fig 5. The effect of control variables—submission 521

year, submission type, author institutional prestige, and first author gender—were also similar 522

to those in Fig 5. 523

The extended model in Fig 7.A revealed a main effect of reviewer team gender composition. 524

Compared to mixed-gender reviewer teams, submissions reviewed by all-male reviewers were 525

1.15 times more likely to be accepted (95% CI = [1.051, 1.252], p = 0.0059); there was no 526

significant difference between all-female and mixed-gender teams. In addition, this model 527

revealed an influence of author-reviewer geographic homogeny. Every 1000km of last 528

author-reviewer distance was associated with a 0.988 times lower odds of acceptance (95% CI = 529

[0.982, 0.994], p ≤ 0.0001). This negative effect of last author-reviewers geographic distance 530

provides additional evidence for the observations from Fig 6—that homogeny between the 531

author and reviewers was associated with a greater odds of acceptance, even when controlling 532

for the continent of affiliation of the author and other characteristics of the author and 533

submission. A last author-reviewers geographic distance of zero (indicating that all reviewers 534

were from the same country as the corresponding author) was not associated with a strong 535

effect beyond that predicted by distance. 536

Finally, we modelled interactions between last author gender and reviewer-team composition 537

by combining them into a single categorical variable containing all six combinations of factor 538

levels (Fig 7.B). Full submissions with a male last author and which were reviewed by a team of 539

all-male reviewers was associated with a 1.22 times higher odds of being accepted than a full 540

submission with a female last author that was reviewed by an all male team (95% CI = 541

[1.044, 1.40], p = 0.027). No significant differences were observed for other combinations of 542

author gender and reviewer gender composition. The absolute difference in parameter estimates 543

between male and female authors among mixed-gender teams (0.084) was less than half that of 544

all-male reviewer teams (0.198), suggesting greater equity among submissions reviewed by 545

mixed-gender teams than by all-male teams. Taken together, these findings suggest that gender 546

inequity in peer review outcomes tended to be smaller for mixed-gender reviewer teams, even 547

controlling for many potentially confounding factors. These results provide evidence affirming 548

observations from the univariate analysis in Fig 6. 549
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Fig 7. Modelling success of full submissions with author-reviewer homogeny.
Estimates of logistic regression models of full submissions using whether the submission was
accepted as the response variable. A: Includes as predictors the demographic and geographic
characteristics of last author and gatekeepers, along with an indicator or the level of last author-
reviewer geographic homogeny. B: Includes all predictors as in A but with the last author gender
and reviewer gender composition combined into a single, six-level categorical variable. Control
variables for both panels include author’s institutional prestige, year of submission, submission
type, and gender of the first author. For continent of affiliation, ”North America” was used as
the reference level. For submission type, “RA” (research article) was used as the reference level;
the submission type ”SR” means ”Short Reports”, and ”TR” means ”Tools and Resources”. For
the combination variable of last author gender and reviewer team gender composition, we held
”last author female—all rev. male” as the reference level. Blue and red points indicate positive
and negative effects, respectively. The numbers above each point are the size of the effect as
an odds ratio. Bars extending from either side of each point indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Asterisks above each label indicate significance level: ”***” = p < 0.001; ”**” = p < 0.01; ”*”
= p < 0.05; otherwise, p > 0.05. Some confidence intervals are cropped; a table detailing full
effects is included in S9 Table. Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked Github
repository at the path figures/regression analysis/regression analysis interaction.rmd.
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Discussion 550

We identified inequities in peer review outcomes at eLife, based on the gender and country of 551

affiliation of the senior (last and corresponding) authors. Acceptance rates were higher for male 552

than female last authors. In addition, submissions from developed countries with high scientific 553

capacities tended to have higher success rates than others. These inequities in peer review 554

outcomes could be attributed, at least in part, to a favorable interaction between gatekeeper 555

and author demographics under the conditions of gender or country homogeny; we describe this 556

favoring as homophily, a preference based on shared characteristics. Gatekeepers were more 557

likely to recommend a manuscript for acceptance if they shared demographic characteristics 558

with the authors, demonstrating homophily. In particular, manuscripts with male (last or 559

corresponding) authors had a significantly higher chance of acceptance than female (last or 560

corresponding) authors when reviewed by an all male review team. Similarly, manuscripts 561

tended to be accepted more often when at least one of the reviewers was from the same country 562

as the corresponding author (for initial submissions) or the last author (for full submissions), 563

though there may be exceptions on a per-country basis (such as France and Canada). We 564

followed our univariate analysis with a regression analysis, and observed evidence that these 565

inequities persisted even when controlling for potentially confounding variables. The differential 566

outcomes on the basis of author-reviewer homogeny is consistent with the notion that peer 567

review at eLife is influenced by some form of bias—be it implicit bias [3, 17], geographic or 568

linguistic bias [26,65,66], or cognitive particularism [40]. Specifically, homophilic interaction 569

suggests that peer review outcomes may sometimes be associated with factors other than the 570

intrinsic quality of a manuscript, such as the composition of the review team. 571

The opportunity for homophilous interactions is determined by the demographics of the 572

gatekeeper pool, and the demographics of the gatekeepers differed significantly from those of 573

the authors, even for last authors, who tend to be more senior [59–62]. The underrepresentation 574

of women at eLife mirrors global trends—women comprise a minority of total authorships, yet 575

constitute an even smaller proportion of gatekeepers across many domains [14,67–74]. Similarly, 576

gatekeepers at eLife were less geographically diverse than their authorship, reflecting the general 577

underrepresentation of the “global south” in leadership positions of international journals [75]. 578

The demographics of the reviewer pool made certain authors more likely to benefit from 579

homophily in the review process than others. Male lead authors had a nearly 50 percent chance 580

of being reviewed by a homophilous (all-male), rather than a mixed-gender team. In contrast, 581

because all-female reviewer panels were so rare (accounting for only 81 of 6,509 full submission 582

decisions), female authors were highly unlikely to benefit from homophily in the review process. 583

Similarly, U.S. authors were much more likely than not (see S5 Table) to be reviewed by a panel 584

with at least one reviewer from their country. However, the opposite was true for authors from 585

other countries. Fewer opportunities for such homophily may result in a disadvantage for 586

scientists from smaller and less scientifically prolific countries. 587

Increasing representation of women and scientists from a more diverse set of nations among 588

eLife’s editor may lead to more diverse pool of peer reviewers and reviewing editors and a more 589

equitable peer review process. Editors often invite peer reviewers from their own professional 590

networks, networks that likely reflect the characteristics of the editor [76–78]; this can lead to 591

editors, who tend to be men [14, 67–74] and from scientifically advanced countries [75] to invite 592

peer reviewers who are demographically similar to themselves [44,79,80], inadvertently 593

excluding certain groups from the gatekeeping process. Accordingly, we found that male 594
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Reviewing Editors at eLife were less likely to create mixed-gender teams of gatekeepers than 595

female Reviewing Editors (see S8 Fig). We observed a similar effect based on the country of 596

affiliation of the Reviewing Editor and invited peer reviewers (see S9 Fig). Moreover, in S11 597

Table we conducted a regression analysis considering only the gender of the Reviewing Editor, 598

rather than the composition of the reviewer team; we found similar homophilous relationships as 599

in Fig 7, suggesting the importance of the reviewing editor to the peer review process at eLife. 600

The size of disparities we observed in peer review outcomes may seem modest; however these 601

small disparities accumulate through each stage of the review process (initial submission, full 602

submission, revisions). These cumulative effects yield an overall acceptance rate (the rate at 603

which initial submissions were eventually accepted) for male and female corresponding authors 604

of 15.6 and 13.8 percent respectively; in other words, manuscripts submitted to eLife with male 605

corresponding were published at a rate 1.13 times the rate of those with female corresponding 606

authors. Similarly, initial submissions by corresponding authors from China were accepted at 607

only 22.0 percent the rate of manuscripts submitted by corresponding authors from the United 608

States (with overall acceptance rates of 4.9 and 22.3 percent, respectively). Success in peer 609

review is vital for a researcher’s career because successful publication strengthens their 610

professional reputation and makes it easier to attract funding, students, postdocs, and hence 611

further publications. Even small advantages can compound over time and result in pronounced 612

inequalities in science [81–84]. 613

Our finding that the gender of the last authors was associated with a significant difference in 614

the rate at which full submissions were accepted at eLife stands in contrast with a number of 615

previous studies of journal peer review that reported no significant difference in outcomes of 616

papers submitted by male and female authors [85–87], or differences in reviewer’s evaluations 617

based on the author’s apparent gender [88]. This discrepancy may be explained in part by 618

eLife’s unique context, policies, or the relative selectivity of eLife compared to journals where 619

previous studies found gender equity. In addition, our results point to a key feature of study 620

design that may account for some of the differences across studies: the consideration of multiple 621

authorship roles. This is especially important for the life sciences, for which authorship order is 622

strongly associated with contribution [61,62,89]. Whereas our study examined the gender of 623

the first, last, and corresponding authors, most previous studies have focused on the gender of 624

the first author (e.g., [2, 90]) or of the corresponding author (e.g., [22, 91]). Consistent with 625

previous studies, we observed no strong relationship between first author gender and review 626

outcomes at eLife. Only when considering lead authorship roles—last authorship, and to a 627

lesser extent, corresponding author, did we observe such an effect. Our results may be better 628

compared with studies of grant peer review, where leadership roles are more explicitly defined, 629

and many studies have identified significant disparities in outcomes favoring men [18,92–95], 630

although many other studies have found no evidence of gender disparity [21,23,24,96–98]. 631

Given that science has grown increasingly collaborative and that average authorship per paper 632

has expanded [99, 100], future studies of disparities would benefit from explicitly accounting for 633

multiple authorship roles and signaling among various leadership positions on the 634

byline [59,101]. 635

The relationship we found between the gender and country of affiliation of gatekeepers and 636

peer review outcomes also stands in contrast to the findings from a number of previous studies. 637

Studies of gatekeeper country of affiliation have found no difference in peer review outcomes 638

based on the country of affiliation or country of affiliation of the reviewer [104,106], though 639

there is little research on the correspondence between author and reviewer gender. One study 640
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identified a homophilous relationship between female reviewers and female authors, [102]. 641

However, most previous analyses found only procedural differences based on the gender of the 642

gatekeeper [22,87,88,103] and identified no difference in outcomes based on the interaction of 643

author and gatekeeper gender in journal submissions [87,104,105] or grant review [23]. One 644

past study examined the interaction between U.S. and non-U.S. authors and gatekeepers, but 645

found an effect opposite to what we observed, such that U.S. reviewers tended to rate 646

submissions of U.S. authors more harshly than those of non-U.S. authors [43]. Our results also 647

contrast with the study most similar to our own, which found no evidence of bias related to 648

gender, and only modest evidence of bias related to geographic region [2]. These discrepancies 649

may result from our analysis of multiple author roles rather than considering only the 650

characteristics of the first author. Alternatively, they may result from the unique nature of 651

eLife’s consultative peer review; the direct communication between peer reviewers compared to 652

traditional peer review may render the social characteristics of reviewers more influential. 653

Limitations 654

There are limitations of our methodology that must be considered. First, we have no objective 655

measure of the intrinsic quality of manuscripts. Therefore, it is not clear which review condition 656

(homophilic or non-homophilic) more closely approximates the ideal of merit-based peer review 657

outcomes. Second, measuring the relationship between reviewer and author demographics on 658

peer review outcomes cannot readily detect biases that are shared by all reviewers/gatekeepers 659

(e.g., if all reviewers, regardless of gender, favored manuscripts from male authors); hence, our 660

approach could underestimate the influence of bias. Third, our analysis is observational, so we 661

cannot establish causal relationships between success rates and authors or gatekeeper 662

demographics—there remain potential confounding factors that we were unable to control for in 663

the present analysis, such as the gender distribution of submission by country (see S5 Fig). 664

Along these lines, the reliance on statistical tests with arbitrary significance thresholds may 665

provide misleading results (see [107]), or obfuscate statistically weak but potentially important 666

relationships. Fourth, our gender-assignment algorithm is only a proxy for author gender and 667

varies in reliability by continent. 668

Further studies will be required to determine the extent to which the effects we observed 669

generalize to other peer review contexts. Specific policies at eLife, such as their consultative 670

peer review process, may contribute to the effects we observed. Other characteristics of eLife 671

may also be relevant, including its level of prestige [13], and its disciplinary specialization in the 672

biological sciences, whose culture may differ from other scientific and academic disciplines. It is 673

necessary to determine the extent to which the findings here are particularistic or generalizable; 674

it may also be useful in identifying explanatory models. Future work is necessary to confirm 675

and expand upon our findings, assess the extent to which they can be generalized, establish 676

causal relationships, and mitigate the effects of these methodological limitations. To aid in this 677

effort, we have made as much as possible of the data and analysis publicly available at: 678

https://github.com/murrayds/elife-analysis. 679

Conclusion and recommendations 680

Many factors can contribute to gender, country, and other inequities in scientific 681

publishing [47,50,108–111], which can affect the quantity and perceived quality of submitted 682
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manuscripts. However, these structural factors do not readily account for the observed effect of 683

gatekeeper-author demographic homogeny associated with peer review outcomes at eLife; 684

rather, relationships between the personal characteristics of the authors and gatekeepers are 685

likely to play some role in peer review outcomes. 686

Our results suggest that it is not only the form of peer review that matters, but also the 687

composition of reviewers. Homophilous preferences in evaluation are a potential mechanism 688

underpinning the Matthew Effect [1] in academia. This effect entrenches privileged groups 689

while potentially limiting diversity, which could hinder scientific advances, since diversity may 690

lead to better working groups [112] and promote high-quality science [113,114]. Increasing 691

gender and international representation among scientific gatekeepers may improve fairness and 692

equity in peer review outcomes and accelerate scientific progress. However, this must be 693

carefully balanced to avoid overburdening scholars from minority groups with disproportionate 694

service obligations. 695

Although some journals and publishers, such as eLife and Frontiers Media, have begun 696

providing peer review data to researchers (see [44,115]), data on equity in peer review outcomes 697

is currently available only for a small fraction of journals and funders. While many journals 698

collect these data internally, they are not usually standardized or shared publicly. One group, 699

PEERE, authored a protocol for open sharing of peer review data [116,117], though this 700

protocol is recent, and the extent to which it will be adopted remains uncertain. Watchdog 701

groups, such as BiaswatchNeuro, are now tracking and posting the representation of women 702

authors in some journals. To both provide better benchmarks and to incentivize better 703

practices, journals should make analyses on author and reviewer demographics publicly 704

available. These data include, but would not be limited to, characteristics such as gender, race, 705

sexual orientation, seniority, and institution and country of affiliation. It is likely that privacy 706

concerns and issues relating to confidentiality will limit the full availability of the data; but 707

analyses that are sensitive to the vulnerabilities of smaller populations should be conducted and 708

made available as benchmarking data. As these data become increasingly available, systematic 709

reviews can be useful in identifying general patterns across disciplines and countries. 710

Some high-profile journals have experimented with implementing double-blind peer review as 711

a potential solution to inequities in publishing, including Nature [118] and eNeuro [12], though 712

in some cases with low uptake [119]. Our findings of homophilic effects may suggest that 713

single-blind review is not the optimal form of peer review; however, our study did not directly 714

test whether homophily persists in the case of double blind review. If homophily is removed in 715

double-blind review, it would reinforce the interpretation of bias; if it is maintained, it would 716

suggest other underlying attributes of the manuscript that may be contributing to homophilic 717

effects. Double-blind peer review is viewed positively by the scientific community [120,121], and 718

some studies have found evidence that double-blind review mitigates inequities that favor 719

famous authors, elite institutions [85,122,123], and those from high-income and 720

English-speaking nations [28]. 721

There may be a tension, however, in attempting to further double blind peer review while 722

other aspects of the scientific system become more open. More than 20 percent of eLife papers 723

that go out for review, for example, are already available as preprints, which complicates the 724

possibility of truly blind review. To a lesser extent, several statements required for the 725

responsible conduct of research—e.g., conflicts of interest, funding statements, and other ethical 726

declarations—would require altered administrative treatment to implement double blind review. 727

Other options involve making peer review more open—one recent study showed evidence that 728
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more open peer review did not compromise the integrity or logistics of the process, so long as 729

reviewers could maintain anonymity [124]. 730

Other alternatives to traditional peer review have also been proposed, including study 731

pre-registration, consultative peer review, and hybrid processes (eg: [58,125–129]), as well as 732

alternative forms of dissemination, such as preprint servers (e.g., arXiv, bioRxiv) which have in 733

recent years grown increasingly popular [130]. Currently, there is little empirical evidence to 734

determine whether these formats constitute more equitable alternatives [3]. In addition, some 735

journals are analyzing the demographics of their published authorship and editorial staff in 736

order to identify key problem areas, focus initiatives, and track progress in achieving diversity 737

goals [14,79,86]. More work should be done to study and understand the issues facing peer 738

review and scientific gatekeeping in all its forms and to promote fair, efficient, and meritocratic 739

scientific cultures and practices. Editorial bodies should craft policies and implement practices 740

to mitigate disparities in peer review; they should also continue to be innovative and reflective 741

about their practices to ensure that papers are accepted on scientific merit, rather than 742

particularistic characteristics of the authors. 743
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Supporting information 744

S1 Text Modelling homogeny using main effects with interaction term. We used 745

logistic regression to model the degree to which gender equity in peer review outcomes differed 746

based on the composition of the reviewer team in order to verify the inequity observed in Fig 6. 747

Fig 7.A demonstrates that last author gender inequity persisted even when controlling for the 748

gender composition of the reviewer team, but did not address the degree to which this equity 749

manifests in submissions reviewed by all-male vs. mixed-gender reviewer teams. Given that 750

there is no established method of addressing this question, we considered several approaches. 751

The first approach modelled the interaction between last author gender and the 752

gender-composition of the reviewer team (see S9 Table, column 2), however this approach 753

proved difficult to interpret: adding the interaction term appeared to suppress the main effects 754

of last author gender and reviewer team composition observed in Fig 7.A, though the 755

corresponding ANOVA table demonstrated these effects to still account for a significant amount 756

of deviance (see S11 Table). There were no significant interaction term, conflicting with Fig 6; 757

main effects are often made less interpretable by the addition of interaction terms. A low 758

sample size across interaction groups further complicates interpretation. Moreover, this 759

approach modelled individual-level interactions between the author and reviewer composition 760

on a per-submission basis, not differences in group-level estimates of inequity. 761

S2 Text Modelling homogeny using separately trained models. S9 Table, columns 762

3 and 4 shows the results of two logistic regression models of percentage of full submissions 763

accepted, constructed as in fig 7.A, but each calculated using only full submissions reviewed by 764

either all-male or mixed-gender reviewer teams. In the all-male model, a male last author was 765

associated with a 1.23 times increased odds of acceptance (95% CI = [1.05, 1.41], p = 0.027) 766

compared to a female last author; in contrast, a smaller non-significant effect was observed 767

between male and female last authors in the model containing only mixed-gender reviewer 768

teams. This approach shows a larger positive effect favoring male last authors under the 769

condition of all-male teams than for mixed-reviewer teams, affirming results of models in 770

Fig 7.B, but this approach has several limitations that favor the approach from Fig 7. The 771

confidence intervals for the effect of the regression for submissions reviewed by mixed reviewer 772

teams are wide, making precise comparisons difficult. Interpretation of S9 Table is further 773

complicated by possible population differences between groups as well as the different amount 774

of data used to fit each model, n=3,090 for the all-male reviewer model and n = 3,280 for the 775

mixed-gender reviewer model. 776
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S1 Fig. 777
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Number of revisions by author gender and country of affiliation. Average number of 779

revisions a full submissions undergoes before a final decision of accept or reject is made. In this 780

case, zero revisions occurs when a full submission is accepted or rejected without a request for 781

any revisions. The dataset records at maximum two revisions, though only a small number of 782

manuscripts remain in revision after two submissions (see Fig 1). For this figure, we only 783

include manuscripts for which a final decision is made after zero, one, or two revisions. The left 784

panel shows differences in the average number of revisions by the country of the last author. 785

The right shows the average revisions by the gender of the last author. Code to reproduce this 786

figure can be found on the linked Github repository at the path 787

figures/revision information/average revisions.rmd. 788
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S2 Fig. 789
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790

Number of appeals by gender of author and reviewing editor. Count of submissions 791

appealed, at any review stage, by the gender of the last author gender and Senior Editor (top) 792

and reviewing editor (bottom). Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked 793

Github repository at the path figures/appeals/gender and appeals.rmd. 794
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S3 Fig. 795
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Submission and success rates by gender of corresponding, first, and last author. 797

Proportion of initial submissions, encourage rate, overall acceptance rate, and acceptance rate 798

of full submissions by the gender of the corresponding author, first author, and last author. 799

Gender data is unavailable for first and last authors of initial submissions that were never 800

submitted as full submissions, therefore these cells remain blank. Authors whose gender is 801

unknown are excluded from analysis. Vertical error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals of 802

the proportion of submitted, encouraged, and accepted initial and full submissions. Asterisks 803

indicate significance level of χ2 tests of independence of frequency of encourage and acceptance 804

by gender; ”***” = p < 0.001; ”**” = p < 0.01; ”*” = p < 0.05; ”-” = p < 0.1; “ns” = p ≥ 0.1. 805

Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked Github repository at the path 806

figures/author outcomes/supp submission outcomes.rmd. 807
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S4 Fig. 808
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Geographic composition over time. Count of initial submissions by country of 810

corresponding authors over time. Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked 811

Github repository at the path figures/selectivity over time/country composition shift.rmd. 812
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S5 Fig. 813
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Proportion of women corresponding authors by country. Proportion of female 815

corresponding authors on initial submissions for each country having more than 200 initial 816

submissions during the period of study. Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the 817

linked Github repository at the path 818

figures/general infromation/supp gender prop by country.rmd. 819
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S6 Fig. 820
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Submission and success rates by authorship role and gatekeeper gender 822

composition. Percentage of full submissions that were accepted, shown by the gender of the 823

corresponding, first, and last author, and by the gender composition of the peer reviewers. Text 824

at the base of each bar indicate the number full submissions within each category of reviewer 825

team and authorship gender. Vertical error bars indicate 95% percentile confidence intervals of 826

the proportion of accepted full submissions. Asterisks indicate significance level of χ2 tests of 827

independence on frequency of acceptance by gender of author given each team 828

composition.”***” = p < 0.001; ”**” = p < 0.01; ”*” = p < 0.05; ”-” = p < 0.1; “ns” = 829

p ≥ 0.1. Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked Github repository at the path 830

figures/gatekeeper author outcomes/supp homophily outcomes.rmd. 831
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S7 Fig. 832
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833

Submission and success rates by country for top 16 most prolific countries. Top: 834

proportion of all initial submissions, encouraged initial submissions, and accepted full 835

submissions comprised by the country of affiliation of the corresponding author for the top 836

sixteen most prolific countries in terms of initial submissions. Bottom: acceptance rate of full 837

submissions, encourage rate of full submissions, and overall acceptance rate of full submissions 838

by country of affiliation of the corresponding author for the top eight more prolific countries in 839

terms of initial submissions. Error bars on bottom panel indicate standard error of proportion 840

of encouraged initial submissions and accepted initial and full submissions for each country. 841

Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked Github repository at the path 842

figures/author outcomes/supp outcomes 16 countries.rmd. 843
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S8 Fig. 844
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Proportion of peer reviewer team’s gender compositions by gender of the 846

Reviewing Editor. Compositions are determined while excluding the Reviewing Editor from 847

team membership, if they are listed as a peer reviewer. Code to reproduce this figure can be 848

found on the linked Github repository at the path 849

figures/gatekeeper representation/supp reviewing editor composition.rmd. 850
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S9 Fig. 851
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Proportion of peer review teams containing at least one peer reviewer of each 853

continent, by continent of Reviewing Editor. Compositions are determined while 854

excluding the Reviewing Editor from team membership, if they are listed as a peer reviewer. 855

Code to reproduce this figure can be found on the linked Github repository at the path 856

figures/gatekeeper representation/reviewing editor continental comp.rmd. 857
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S1 Table. Gender demographics of eLife. Counts of distinct male and female 858

corresponding authors, first authors, last authors, and gatekeepers. Includes counts on all initial 859

and full submissions submitted between 2012 and 2017. First and last authors and gatekeepers 860

appeared only on full submissions, whereas corresponding authors appeared on rejected or 861

in-progress initial submissions as well. This table contains the same values as visualized in 862

Fig 3.A. 863

Role Gender # %

Corr. Author (Initial) F 4846 0.266
Corr. Author (Initial) M 12243 0.673
Corr. Author (Initial) UNK 1106 0.061
Corr. Author (Full) 1 0
Corr. Author (Full) F 1437 0.253
Corr. Author (Full) M 3944 0.695
Corr. Author (Full) UNK 296 0.052
First Author F 2263 0.339
First Author M 3859 0.578
First Author UNK 552 0.083
Gatekeeper F 1440 0.216
Gatekeeper M 5207 0.781
Gatekeeper UNK 22 0.003
Last Author F 1341 0.24
Last Author M 4250 0.76
Last Author UNK 4 0.001
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S2 Table. Summary demographic characteristics of distinct eLife reviewers and 864

editors. The count of Senior Editors includes former editors, as well as the Deputy Editors 865

and Editor-in-Chief, who also serve as Senior Editors. The count of BREs includes former 866

editors and guest editors. Reviewers are only relevant for publications that were submitted for 867

full review, thus leading to lower total counts. Includes all individuals involved in processing 868

manuscripts at eLife between 2012 and 2017. 869

Reviewership Female Male Unassigned
N % N % N % All

Senior Editors 15 26.3 42 73.7 0 0.0 57
Reviewing Editors 209 24.0 661 76.0 0.0 0.0 870
Peer Reviewers 1,526 21.5 5,572 78.4 7 0.1 7,222
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S3 Table. Summary country of affiliation demographics of unique eLife 870

reviewers and editors. The count of Senior Editors includes former editors, as well as the 871

Deputy Editors and Editor-in-Chief, who also serve as Senior Editors. The count of reviewing 872

editors includes former editors and guest editors. Reviewers are only relevant for publications 873

that were submitted for full review, thus leading to lower total counts than the number of 874

initial submissions. Includes all individuals involved in processing manuscripts at eLife between 875

2012 and 2017. 876

Country # Peer Rev. % Peer Rev. # Rev. Editor % Rev. Editor # Sen. Editor % Sen. Editor

United States 11, 313 0.600 536 0.620 32 0.561
United Kingdom 1, 896 0.101 88 0.102 7 0.123
Germany 1, 416 0.075 69 0.080 6 0.105
Canada 627 0.033 22 0.025 3 0.053
Switzerland 444 0.024 19 0.022 2 0.035
China 140 0.007 10 0.012 2 0.035
Israel 214 0.011 19 0.022 1 0.018
Netherlands 270 0.014 11 0.013 1 0.018
Spain 201 0.011 10 0.012 1 0.018
Japan 296 0.016 9 0.010 1 0.018
India 89 0.005 6 0.007 1 0.018
France 571 0.030 21 0.024
Australia 198 0.011 7 0.008
South Africa 28 0.001 5 0.006
Austria 118 0.006 4 0.005
Belgium 114 0.006 3 0.003
Finland 82 0.004 3 0.003
Italy 133 0.007 3 0.003
Singapore 82 0.004 3 0.003
Thailand 16 0.001 3 0.003
Denmark 78 0.004 2 0.002
Korea 59 0.003 2 0.002
Estonia 2 0.0001 1 0.001
Hong Kong 7 0.0004 1 0.001
Hungary 20 0.001 1 0.001
Ireland 38 0.002 1 0.001
Kenya 7 0.0004 1 0.001
Mexico 23 0.001 1 0.001
New Zealand 19 0.001 1 0.001
Poland 26 0.001 1 0.001
Sweden 128 0.007 1 0.001
Albania 2 0.0001
Andorra 2 0.0001
Argentina 21 0.001
Brazil 9 0.0005
Chile 10 0.001
Croatia 3 0.0002
Czech Rep. 8 0.0004
Greece 15 0.001
Guyana 2 0.0001
Iceland 2 0.0001
Madagascar 2 0.0001
Malaysia 2 0.0001
Monaco 1 0.0001
Norway 20 0.001
Portugal 55 0.003
Puerto Rico 2 0.0001
Russia 1 0.0001
Saudi Arabia 2 0.0001
Slovenia 1 0.0001
Taiwan 18 0.001
Turkey 4 0.0002
United Arab Emirates 3 0.0002
Uruguay 2 0.0001
Vietnam 1 0.0001
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S4 Table. Geographic demographics of eLife. Counts of distinct corresponding 877

authors, first authors, last authors, and gatekeepers, by continent of affiliation. Includes counts 878

on all initial and full submissions submitted between 2012 and 2017. First and last authors and 879

gatekeepers appeared only on full submissions, whereas corresponding authors appeared on 880

rejected or in-progress initial submissions as well. This table contains the same values as 881

visualized in Fig 3.B. 882

Role Continent # %

Corr. Author (Initial) Africa 61 0.003
Corr. Author (Initial) Asia 3238 0.178
Corr. Author (Initial) Europe 7264 0.399
Corr. Author (Initial) North America 7045 0.387
Corr. Author (Initial) Oceania 399 0.022
Corr. Author (Initial) South America 188 0.01
Corr. Author (Full) Africa 10 0.002
Corr. Author (Full) Asia 624 0.11
Corr. Author (Full) Europe 2078 0.366
Corr. Author (Full) North America 2854 0.503
Corr. Author (Full) Oceania 95 0.017
Corr. Author (Full) South America 17 0.003
First Author Africa 14 0.002
First Author Asia 751 0.113
First Author Europe 2373 0.356
First Author North America 3412 0.511
First Author Oceania 102 0.015
First Author South America 22 0.003
Gatekeeper Africa 17 0.003
Gatekeeper Asia 378 0.057
Gatekeeper Europe 2162 0.324
Gatekeeper North America 3992 0.599
Gatekeeper Oceania 98 0.015
Gatekeeper South America 22 0.003
Last Author Africa 13 0.002
Last Author Asia 619 0.111
Last Author Europe 2063 0.369
Last Author North America 2789 0.498
Last Author Oceania 94 0.017
Last Author South America 17 0.003
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S5 Table. Submissions and proportion of author/gatekeeper homogeny by 883

country. Includes number of full submissions submitted with corresponding authors from each 884

of 20 countries, and proportion of these full submissions with the condition of author/reviewer 885

homogeny such that at least one involved gatekeeper from the same country. Countries listed 886

are in order of the proportion of author/reviewer homogeny, and contain the top 20 countries 887

with the highest homogeny. 888

Country # Submissions # Homogeneity % Country Homogeneity

United States 3605 3185 0.883
United Kingdom 803 236 0.294
Germany 641 168 0.262
Mexico 5 1 0.2
Korea 45 8 0.178
Canada 176 27 0.153
Japan 184 19 0.103
Australia 101 10 0.099
China 233 23 0.099
Switzerland 163 16 0.098
Ireland 11 1 0.091
South Africa 11 1 0.091
France 310 28 0.09
Poland 12 1 0.083
Belgium 41 3 0.073
Finland 14 1 0.071
Norway 14 1 0.071
India 59 4 0.068
Denmark 32 2 0.062
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S6 Table. Model coefficients of initial submissions—author characteristics: Odds 889

ratio, associated confidence intervals, and model diagnostics for logistic regression model using 890

the encouragement of initial submission as a response variable. Predictor variables include 891

control variables of the submission year and type, and variables capturing author characteristics. 892

For continent of affiliation, ”North America” was used as the reference level. For submission 893

type, ”RA” (research article) was used as the reference level; the submission type ”SR” means 894

”Short Reports”, and ”TR” means ”Tools and Resources”. This table contains the same values 895

as visualized in Fig 5.A. 896
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ENCOURAGED

logistic

Submission Year .918∗∗∗

(.894,.942)

Submission Type = SR .742∗∗∗

(.638,.847)

Submission Type = TR .740∗∗∗

(.567,.913)

Corr. Author is Male 1.118∗∗

(1.051,1.185)

Corr. Author Gender UNK .932
(.795,1.070)

Corr. Author Inst. Top 1.726∗∗∗

(1.663,1.789)

Corr. Author from Africa .535∗

(-.018,1.088)

Corr. Author from Asia .395∗∗∗

(.301,.488)

Corr. Author from Europe .676∗∗∗

(.611,.740)

Corr. Author from Oceania .559∗∗∗

(.336,.783)

Corr. Author from South America .205∗∗∗

(-.269,.679)

Constant .638∗∗∗

(.526,.749)

Observations 23,615
Log Likelihood -13,778.170
Akaike Inf. Crit. 27,580.330

Notes: ∗P < .05
∗∗P < .01
∗∗∗P < .001
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S7 Table. Model coefficients of full submissions—author characteristics: Odds 897

ratio, associated confidence intervals, and model diagnostics for logistic regression model using 898

the acceptance of full submission as a response variable. Predictor variables include control 899

variables of the submission year and type, and variables capturing author characteristics. For 900

continent of affiliation, ”North America” was used as the reference level. For submission type, 901

”RA” (research article) was used as the reference level; the submission type ”SR” means ”Short 902

Reports”, and ”TR” means ”Tools and Resources”. This table contains the same values as 903

visualized in Fig 5.B. 904

ACCEPTED

logistic

Submission Year .888∗∗∗

(.847,.929)

Submission Type = SR .897
(.711,1.082)

Submission Type = TR 1.117
(.800,1.434)

First Author is Male 1.022
(.914,1.129)

First Author is Unknown Gender 1.033
(.840,1.226)

Last Author is Male 1.145∗

(1.027,1.263)

Last Author Inst. Top 1.379∗∗∗

(1.272,1.486)

Last Author from Africa 1.484
(.464,2.503)

Last Author from Asia .585∗∗∗

(.408,.763)

Last Author from Europe .860∗∗

(.749,.972)

Last Author from Oceania .906
(.490,1.323)

Last Author from South America .839
(-.098,1.776)

Constant 1.430∗∗∗

(1.230,1.629)

Observations 6,461
Log Likelihood -4,390.813
Akaike Inf. Crit. 8,807.626

Notes: ∗P < .05
∗∗P < .01
∗∗∗P < .001
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S8 Table. Model coefficients of initial submissions—author characteristics and 905

homogeny: Odds ratio, associated confidence intervals, and model diagnostics for logistic 906

regression model using the encouragement of initial submission as a response variable. Predictor 907

variables include control variables of the submission year and type, and variables capturing 908

author characteristics and author-reviewer homogeny. For continent of affiliation, ”North 909

America” was used as the reference level. For submission type, ”RA” (research article) was 910

used as the reference level; the submission type ”SR” means ”Short Reports”, and ”TR” means 911

”Tools and Resources”. 912

ENCOURAGED

logistic

Submission Year .918∗∗∗

(.894,.942)

Submission Type = SR .742∗∗∗

(.638,.847)

Submission Type = TR .741∗∗∗

(.568,.914)

Corr. Author is Male 1.115∗∗

(1.048,1.182)

Corr. Author is Unknown Gender .930
(.792,1.068)

Corr. Author Inst. Top 1.709∗∗∗

(1.645,1.772)

Corr. Author from Africa .579
(.021,1.137)

Corr. Author from Asia .443∗∗∗

(.337,.549)

Corr. Author from Europe .800∗∗∗

(.724,.877)

Corr. Author from Oceania .570∗∗∗

(.328,.813)

Corr. Author from South America .225∗∗∗

(-.254,.703)

Corr. Author-Editor Geo. Distance 1.022∗∗∗

(1.010,1.034)

Corr. Author-Editor Geo. Distance = 0 1.560∗∗∗

(1.448,1.673)

Constant .465∗∗∗

(.320,.610)

Observations 23,615
Log Likelihood -13,742.830
Akaike Inf. Crit. 27,513.650

Notes: ∗P < .05
∗∗P < .01
∗∗∗P < .001
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S9 Table. Model coefficients of regressions on full submissions: Odds ratio, 913

associated confidence intervals, and model diagnostics for logistic regression model using the 914

acceptance of full submission as the response variable. Control variables include the submission 915

year, submission type, last author institutional prestige, and the gender of the first author. 916

Other predictor variables include the gender of the last author, continent of affiliation of the 917

last author, gender-composition of the reviewers, the last author-reviewers geographic distance, 918

and variables attempting to capture the gender equity by reviewer-team composition group. 919

Five models are presented: the first (Main Effects) shows only the main effects for the model 920

including all full submissions without any additional manipulation or variables (1); the second 921

model (2, Standard Interaction) models the main effects as well as an interaction term between 922

last author gender and the gender composition of the reviewer team (an ANOVA table for this 923

model has been provided in S11 Table; the next two models were separately trained on only 924

submissions reviewed by all-male reviewer teams (3) and only submission trained on 925

mixed-gender reviewer teams (4), respectively; the last model (5) models gender equity between 926

reviewer-composition groups using a new variable with all combinations of author and reviewer 927

gender (see Fig 7). Columns (1) and (5) contain the same values as Fig 7A and Fig 7.B, 928

respectively. For continent of affiliation, ”North America” was used as the reference level. For 929

submission type, ”RA” (research article) was used as the reference level; the submission type 930

”SR” means ”Short Reports”, and ”TR” means ”Tools and Resources”. For the combination 931

variable of last author gender and reviewer team composition, we held ”last author female, all 932

rev. male” as the reference level. Missing cells indicates that the corresponding variable was not 933

part of that model. 934
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ACCEPTED

logistic
All Male Mixed-Gender

1 2

Submission Year .907∗∗ .881∗∗∗

(.848,.966) (.823,.940)

Submission Type = SR .993 .770
(.727,1.259) (.503,1.038)

Submission Type = TR 1.035 1.139
(.574,1.496) (.692,1.586)

First Author is Male 1.034 1.022
(.875,1.193) (.873,1.172)

First Author is Unknown Gender 1.163 .967
(.869,1.456) (.704,1.230)

Last Author Inst. Top 1.519∗∗∗ 1.330∗∗∗

(1.362,1.676) (1.180,1.480)

Last Author Male 1.228∗ 1.088
(1.051,1.405) (.926,1.249)

Last author from Africa 2.212 2.276
(.477,3.948) (.972,3.581)

Last author from Asia .758 .851
(.447,1.068) (.551,1.152)

Last author from Europe 1.020 .951
(.835,1.205) (.776,1.125)

Last author from Oceania .974 2.516∗∗

(.312,1.636) (1.826,3.205)

Last author from South America .975 1.656
(-.543,2.492) (.390,2.923)

Sum of geo. distance (1000s km) .992 .982∗∗∗

(.983,1.001) (.973,.991)

Sum of geo. distance is zero 1.240 .797
(.996,1.483) (.558,1.037)

All Reviewers Male 1.271 1.872∗∗∗

(.940,1.601) (1.558,2.187)

Observations 3,090 3,280
Log Likelihood -2,074.757 -2,228.574
Akaike Inf. Crit. 4,179.513 4,487.148

Notes: ∗P < .05
∗∗P < .01
∗∗∗P < .001
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S10 Table. Continent-level table of initial and full submission counts: The number 935

of initial and full submissions for each of seven continents including Antarctica (which was 936

excluded from other analysis). 937

Continent # Initial submissions # Full submissions

1 North America 9591 3785
2 Europe 9106 2527
3 Asia 4382 735
4 Oceania 472 107
5 South America 215 20
6 Africa 78 17
7 Antarctica 1 NA
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S11 Table. ANOVA table for author-reviewer interaction model: Results of 938

ANOVA test run on the fitted model containing main effects for author and reviewer 939

characteristics for full submissions as well as the interaction between last author gender and 940

reviewer team composition. 941

term df Deviance Resid..Df Resid..Dev p.value

1 Submission Year 1 47.997 6459 8889.773 <0.0001
2 Submission Type 2 2.397 6457 8887.377 0.30172
3 First Author Gender 2 0.306 6455 8887.071 0.85814
4 Last Author Inst. Prestige 1 62.855 6454 8824.216 <0.0001
5 Last Author Gender 1 5.194 6453 8819.022 0.02266
6 Last author Continent 5 37.397 6448 8781.626 <0.0001
7 Last Author-Reviewers Geographic Distance 1 22.679 6447 8758.946 <0.0001
8 Sum of geo. distance is zero 1 0.018 6446 8758.928 0.89338
9 Reviewer Gender Composition 2 7.797 6444 8751.131 0.02027
10 Last Author Gender∗Reviewer Gender Composition 2 1.767 6442 8749.365 0.4134
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S11 Table. Model coefficients of full submissions—author characteristics and 942

reviewing-editor only homogeny: Odds ratio, associated confidence intervals, and model 943

diagnostics for logistic regression model using the encouragement of full submission as a 944

response variable. Predictor variables include control variables of the submission year and type, 945

and variables capturing author characteristics and homogeny between the author and reviewing 946

editor only. For continent of affiliation, ”North America” was used as the reference level. For 947

submission type, ”RA” (research article) was used as the reference level; the submission type 948

”SR” means ”Short Reports”, and ”TR” means ”Tools and Resources”. This regression models 949

gender equity between reviewer composition groups using a new variable containing all 950

combinations of last author gender and reviewer team composition; for this new categorical 951

variable, we used ”last author female - female rev. editor” as the reference level. 952
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Table 1

ACCEPTED

Submission Year .897∗∗∗

(.856,.939)

Submission Type = SR .890
(.703,1.078)

Submission Type = TR 1.090
(.767,1.413)

First Author is Male 1.010
(.901,1.119)

First Author is Unknown Gender 1.057
(.862,1.253)

Last Author Inst. Top 50 1.383∗∗∗

(1.275,1.492)

Last author from Africa 2.239
(1.201,3.278)

Last author from Asia .805
(.586,1.024)

Last author from Europe 1.002
(.863,1.141)

Last author from Oceania 1.520
(1.039,2.000)

Last author from South America 1.194
(.246,2.142)

Dist. between author and rev. editor (1000km) 1.018
(.990,1.045)

Sum of author-reviewer distance (1000km) .984∗∗∗

(.975,.993)

Total dist. between author and reviewers is zero .977
(.792,1.162)

Dist. between author and rev. editor is zero 1.095
(.882,1.308)

Last author female - male rev. editor 1.204
(.975,1.433)

Last author male - female rev. editor 1.178
(.955,1.400)

Last author male - male rev. editor 1.352∗∗

(1.148,1.556)

All Female Reviewers .962
(.706,1.218)

Mixed Reviewers .951
(.843,1.060)

Constant 1.306
(.991,1.621)

Observations 6,320
Log Likelihood -4,280.736
Akaike Inf. Crit. 8,603.471

Notes: ∗P < .05
∗∗P < .01
∗∗∗P < .001
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